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Abstract

Based on positive deviance (examining the practices of successful individuals), we identified five primary themes from 36 strategies that help to maintain long-term weight loss (weight control) in 61 people. We conducted in-depth interviews to determine what successful individuals did and/or thought about regularly to control their weight. The themes included weight-control practices related to (a) nutrition: increase water, fruit, and vegetable intake, and consistent meal timing and content; (b) physical activity: follow and track an exercise routine at least 3×/week; (c) restraint: practice restraint by limiting and/or avoiding unhealthy foods; (d) self-monitor: plan meals, and track calories/weight progress; and (e) motivation: participate in motivational programs and cognitive processes that affect weight-control behavior. Using the extensive data involving both the practices and practice implementation, we used positive deviance to create a comprehensive list of practices to develop interventions for individuals to control their weight.
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Long-term weight control is a goal for many Americans; however, weight loss and maintenance remain significant challenges (National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute [NHLBI], 2000; Wadden, Butryn, & Wilson, 2007). Currently, 66% of Americans are overweight, with a body mass index (BMI) > 25 kg/m², or obese, with a BMI > 30 kg/m² (Ogden, Carroll, McDowell, & Flegal, 2007). Being overweight or obese increases the risks of many chronic medical conditions, including type 2 diabetes, heart disease, and stroke (NHLBI, 1998). One of the major difficulties of weight control for many Americans is that it represents a lifelong process. Successful weight control is increasingly viewed as a chronic medical condition, similar to diabetes and hypertension, which needs ongoing treatment (Ely et al., 2008; Logue et al., 2005; Rhodes, Bookstein, Aaronson, Mercer, & Orringer, 1996).

Behavioral interventions, through the combination of nutrition and exercise education and behavioral strategies, are the cornerstone of obesity treatment today (Burke et al., 2009;
NHLBI, 2000; Wadden et al., 2007). The Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) is an example of a behavioral intervention conducted with 3,200 overweight individuals (Knowler et al., 2002). Participants received 16 individual treatment sessions, conducted by registered dietitians, focusing on curricula designed to increase physical activity and decrease caloric intake. Participants in the lifestyle intervention lost an average of 5.6 kg, significantly more weight than the first-line oral drug of choice for type 2 diabetes treatment (metformin) or the control groups. In addition to the DPP, a recent review on the effectiveness of worksite nutrition and physical interventions for overweight and obese employees was conducted. The review included 47 studies (using mostly informational and behavioral strategies) in which there was a modest, pooled improvement in weight status (Anderson et al., 2009). The Internet has also been utilized successfully as a delivery mode for promoting health behavior change and eliciting weight loss (Krukowski, West, & Harvey-Berino, 2009; Webb, Joseph, Yardley, & Michie, 2010).

The most appropriate diet to recommend for weight loss has long been debated by nutritional experts, particularly in terms of macronutrient composition (Gardner et al., 2007; Sacks et al., 2009). Researchers from the A to Z Weight Loss Study, a randomized controlled trial of 311 overweight/obese women, found that participants assigned to the Atkins diet (characterized by low carbohydrate intake) lost more weight than those assigned to follow the Zone, Ornish, or LEARN diets (Gardner et al.). However, in a more recent study of 811 overweight adults assigned to one of four diets with varying compositions of fat, protein, and carbohydrates, researchers found that any reduced-calorie diet produced clinically meaningful weight loss (Sacks et al.). Secondary data analysis of the A to Z Weight Loss Study was conducted, and researchers again concluded that weight change was greater in the most adherent as compared to the least adherent participants, regardless of dietary group assignment (Alhassan, Kim, Bersamin, King, & Gardner, 2008).

Although both nutritional and behavioral approaches for weight control lead through a final common pathway of limiting caloric intake and/or increasing caloric expenditure, the number of potential practices used to achieve these ends are numerous and varied. Much of what is known about the weight-control practices that aid in weight loss maintenance has come from studies of subjects in the National Weight Control Registry (NWCR). The NWCR is a long-term study of more than 6,000 adults who have maintained a weight loss of at least 30 pounds for at least 1 year. The NWCR has been used, for example, to learn that those who are more successful tend to weigh themselves more often (Butryn, Phelan, Hill, & Wing, 2007), eat breakfast more often (Wyatt et al., 2002), self-monitor their intake and activity more often, exercise more (McGuire, Wing, Klem, Lang, & Hill, 1999), eat a lower-fat diet (McGuire et al.; Wyatt et al., 1999), eat a limited variety of food groups (Raynor, Jeffery, Phelan, Hill, & Wing, 2005), and watch less television (Raynor, Phelan, Hill, & Wing, 2006).

The design of the NWCR, specifically the lack of qualitative research used to inform the list of weight-control practices, has limited its ability to identify the full range of effective weight-control practices. However, qualitative research has been conducted in the area of weight control. The first published report of a community sample of successful dieters dates back to the studies of Colvin and Olson, which included qualitative interviews but did not identify a comprehensive set of weight-control practices (Colvin & Olson, 1983, 1984). Another qualitative study, the Successful Dieters Research Project, was designed to explore and describe successful dieters using an open-ended, semistructured interview (Brink & Ferguson, 1998). That study included successful dieters, defined as now normal-weight individuals who had lost at least 20% of initial body weight and maintained this loss for at least one year, contrasted with unsuccessful dieters. The decision to lose weight and the reasons for this decision, namely health and appearance, were similar between groups.
Actual weight loss activities were not explored. A naturalistic field study with intensive interviewing techniques by Tyler and colleagues included 40 African American and 40 Euro American women (Tyler, Allan, & Alcozer, 1997). All 80 study participants reported trying to lose weight at some point in their life, and a total of 20 types of weight-loss methods were identified. The methods were divided into three categories: lifestyle work, head work, and professional services. Both African American and Euro American women reported using similar types and numbers of methods. However, the weight loss methods were not evaluated in terms of successful or unsuccessful dieters, but rather as a descriptive analysis of use in general (Tyler et al.). Additional qualitative work by Allan described the process of weight management in women, defining five stages: appraising, deemphasizing, mobilizing, enacting, and maintaining (1991). In a more recent study, Byrne and colleagues also performed qualitative interviews with successful individuals but focused on the psychological characteristics of successful individuals, and similarly did not seek to identify a comprehensive set of weight-control practices (Byrne, Cooper, & Fairburn, 2003). In addition, none of these qualitative studies included in-situ observation of individuals, an important qualitative method to identify commonly used practices (Baptiste, 2001; Byrne et al.; Colvin & Olson, 1983, 1984). As a result, research focused on identifying effective weight-loss practices does not typically include behaviors generated by people successful at weight control, but rather those behaviors determined to be important by experts in the field.

Several studies have been conducted to determine factors that influence weight control (Booth, Blair, Lewis, & Baek, 2004; Harvey-Berino, 1999; Qi & Dennis, 2000; Wing et al., 2007). Booth and colleagues determined that the behavior with the greatest influence on year-long weight loss was avoiding calorie-containing drinks and foods at the ends of and between meals (snacking). In a 24-week behavioral weight-loss program (Harvey-Berino), researchers similarly found a greater decrease in the percentage of body fat and resting metabolic rate for a low-calorie intake group and persistent decreases in body fat at 18 months. The important message was that calories do count in weight control. Likewise, Qi and Dennis studied eating behaviors conducive to weight loss in a 6-month behavior modification, dietary, low-intensity walking, weight-loss program. Those who were successful increased their total eating behavior score by 20% and improved the adoption of 14 positive eating behaviors, which was more than twice that of those who did not lose weight. Maintaining a weight graph and weighing daily also were important strategies. Reporting on the STOP Regain clinical trial (Wing et al.), researchers reported that increases in daily self-weighing were associated with successful weight-loss maintenance.

Several measures have been created to identify successful practices for short-term weight loss, such as the Eating Behaviors Inventory (EBI); however, none of these has been created by studying individuals successful at losing weight (Jeffery & French, 1996, 1999; Nothwehr, Dennis, & Wu, 2007; Nothwehr & Peterson, 2005; O’Neil et al., 1979). The EBI is used to sample the domain of behaviors that have been theoretically implicated in weight loss in behavioral weight-loss programs selected from a survey of treatment manuals (O’Neil et al., 1979). Only one study in the weight loss literature was used to assess dietary, exercise, and social practices specified by individuals from a study population for health or weight control (Blair, Lewis, & Booth, 1994), even though the merits of using respondents’ own wording in questionnaire items has long been recommended (Booth et al., 2004; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975).

Over the past 20 years, an approach has emerged in which intensive qualitative research is used to learn the behaviors of those who have succeeded, and to later disseminate these behaviors. This approach is called positive deviance and has been used to improve many different problems, including business practices (Collins, 2001), infection rates (Hopkins & Withers, 2002), immunization programs (Naimoli, Challa, Schneidman, & Kostermans, 1999).
Positive deviance differs from the approach used by the National Weight Control Registry (NWCR) and similar measures that are employed in a “top-down” manner. In a top-down approach, professionals create the list of practices, whereas in positive deviance a “bottom-up” approach is used through qualitative inquiry to identify those practices (Awofeso, Irwin, & Forrest, 2008; Friedman, Mateu-Gelabert, Sandoval, Hagan, & Des Jarlais, 2008). The purpose of this article is to describe how the use of positive deviance was effective in identifying 36 practices used in successful weight control, which also will be used to guide future weight-loss interventions.

**Conceptual Framework**

Positive deviance is an inductive approach to determine successful practices of individuals who succeed where most tend to fail. The method includes examining the practices and behaviors of individuals within a community who, with the same resources, have achieved better results than their peers (Fowles, Hendricks, & Walker, 2005). Researchers who use the established principle of positive deviance in health care take an inductive, rather than deductive, framework to determine practices for weight control. In an inductive framework, specific observations lead to broader generalizations and theories, also known as a bottom-up approach. The central premise of positive deviance is that solutions to a problem that face a population often exist within that population, and that members possess experience that can be generalized to improve the performance of other members. Positive deviance is inductive and qualitative in nature because it uses the experiences of individuals who have better health outcomes than the majority, and analyzes their behaviors to determine what practices they used to promote successful outcomes (Timmerman, 2007).

Although positive deviance has been applied to health outcomes for 35 years (Smith, 1975), to our knowledge this is the first study published in *Qualitative Health Research* in which researchers have used positive deviance to explain the determination of successful practices. Several researchers have used inductive approaches in the study of weight control, including the analysis of food journals (Burke, Swigart, Warziski Turk, Derro, & Ewing, 2009), the examination of immigrant parents’ responses to existing public health educational materials and strategies for weight control (Ferrari, Tweed, Anneke Rummens, Skinner, & McVey, 2009), and the experiences of women who were classified as overweight while they participated in a physical activity intervention (Sabiston, McDonough, Sedgwick, & Crocker, 2009), but none cited the use of positive deviance to examine the practices of successful individuals.

Positive deviance has been used by researchers to identify and disseminate effective methods for purposes as varied as improving smoking cessation programs in Australia (Awofeso et al., 2008), improving methods for teaching students to read (Reid, 1999), decreasing hepatitis C transmission (Friedman et al., 2008), dealing with barriers to health-promotion interventions to improve behavior change in underserved women (Timmerman, 2007), reducing parasite infection (Hopkins & Withers, 2002), improving immunization programs in Africa (Naimoli et al., 2008), and improving birth weight in Egypt (Ahrari et al., 2006). In a study of the long-term avoidance of infection in drug users, the participants identified multiple goals that contributed to remaining uninfected, including balancing the need for drugs and income, developing ways to avoid drug-withdrawal sickness, avoiding situations in which other drug users share drugs, and avoiding HIV (Friedman et al.). In the application of positive deviance to a population of low-income pregnant women (n = 18), Fowles and colleagues (2005) determined that those with nutritionally adequate diets (as defined using the food pyramid scale and dietary recall) knew to eat balanced meals, had family support, were willing to prepare foods that were different than other family members, and ate at home more frequently than women with inadequate diets. The transcripts and field
Notes were used to identify nutritional behaviors and practices of women with adequate vs. inadequate dietary scores. Six of the 18 women had a dietary score of 19 or greater, indicating they had a nutritionally adequate diet and were classified as positive deviants. In a specific example, the positive deviants consumed a variety of foods from all the food groups, whereas the women who did not consume a balanced diet typically ate foods from one or two food groups, such as meat and bread, but not from the fruit and vegetable groups. Positive deviance practices are based on proven, successful implementation of behaviors within the community, rather than concepts that are deduced from theoretical principles.

Methods

The application of positive deviance involves four steps (see Figure 1), including (a) sampling strategy, (b) qualitative data collection and analysis, (c) testing in a representative sample, and (d) dissemination of best practices (Bradley et al., 2009). The first step, the sampling strategy, is included in the Methods section of this article. The second step, qualitative data collection and analysis, is listed in the Results section. The purpose of this article is to examine how the qualitative data contribute to what is known about the practices implemented by those successful in weight control and, therefore, the second step is emphasized. However, we have plans for steps (c) testing and (d) dissemination of our research. We are currently running a randomized controlled trial (n = 100) to determine if adding and setting goals for each of the successful practices identified in this study will assist in weight control in a larger population, and the results will be disseminated upon completion.

Participants (Sampling Strategy)

Positive deviance requires the identification of positive deviants (i.e., people who consistently demonstrate exceptionally high performance in an area of interest). Our purposeful sampling strategy included recruiting individuals who were successful with long-term weight control, using inclusion criteria similar to that used by the NWCR (Klem, Wing, McGuire, Seagle, & Hill, 1997). The participants (n = 61) were screened for eligibility using the following criteria: (a) lost 30 pounds or more and maintained the weight loss for 1 year or more; (b) age greater than 21; (c) not pregnant; (d) English speaking, and (e) did not have bariatric surgery. The majority of participants were women (72%), White (79%), and well educated (90% had at least some college). Nearly half were single (never married, widowed, or divorced), and the majority reported their general health as “fair” (52%). Eighty-five percent (85%) of the participants lost all of their weight intentionally, and 12% lost most of it intentionally; all participants maintained the loss for at least 1 year. Approval for the research was obtained from the Pennsylvania State University College of Medicine Institutional Review Board.

Qualitative Data Collection

The in-depth examination of a participant’s behaviors, attitudes, and barriers typically requires the collection of inductive, qualitative data (Patton, 2002). In line with the principles of positive deviance, we developed an in-depth interview script based on open-ended questions about successful practices and cognitions that were used to control weight. The two primary questions were based on principles of cognitive-behavioral therapy (Beck, 1979), and included, “What do you do regularly that you think helps you to lose weight or to maintain a healthy weight?” and “What do you think about or remind yourself regularly that you think helps you lose weight or to maintain a healthy weight?”

A 20-minute telephone call was conducted with the 61 participants who were successful at losing and maintaining weight, using the script to develop a comprehensive list of overall
practices that were used. Interviewers probed for the what, when, where, and how of each practice. Because self-aware responses to questions of “why?” are more difficult to access, questions relating to the reasons a respondent engaged in a practice were probed with at least 2 to 3 follow-up questions (Rubin & Rubin, 2004). Additionally, interviewers were vigilant to listen for causal statements in respondents’ statements. This ensured that the description of each practice would be clear enough to tell someone else exactly how to use this practice. Interviewers attempted to learn of as many practices as possible from each participant. We anticipated that different people would use different words to describe the same behavior, so we believed that information regarding intent would allow us to combine practices mentioned by more than one individual into a common theme. The in-depth interviews were audiotaped, saved on a digital file in a deidentified form, and transcribed verbatim. Three expert reviewers independently checked the accuracy of transcripts with the original audio files. After correcting any transcription errors and assuring accuracy, the reviewers commenced with coding each individual transcript to identify practices used to successfully maintain long-term weight loss.

Data Analysis

An inductive qualitative analysis was conducted to identify practices for successful weight control and explore themes linking these practices (see Figure 2). First, from each individual interview transcript, phrases that related to weight-control practices were identified and listed in a computer spreadsheet. More than 95 different practices for maintaining weight control were identified from approximately 90 hours of audiotaped, transcribed responses. Responses ranged from “participating in a weight-loss program” to “thinking about your goal for a healthy weight.” Analogous responses were considered for conceptual similarity and, if the expert reviewers determined the practice to be conceptually similar but described differently, the phrases were combined and assigned a discrete practice label. For example, the statements “I control my portions” and “I limit the amount I eat at each meal” were considered conceptually similar. The expert reviewers incorporated both statements into this particular practice and labeled it “Control your portions or limit the amount of food you eat at each meal.”

Another example of response assignment is when responses indicated a similar practice, but indicated varied frequency of use; e.g., “I weigh myself every day” and “I weigh myself often” were combined into the practice labeled “weighing yourself.” These responses were collapsed into one practice because we believed the individual variability in frequency (daily, weekly, and so forth) was less important than the general act of self-monitoring (“weigh yourself”). Some responses indicated extremely different practices, and this required us to assign the responses to mutually exclusive practices or create a new practice to reflect the described behavior (e.g., “follow a consistent exercise regimen” and “do different types of exercise”). The data were not forced into preconceived themes, but instead an open-coding approach of emergence was employed so that interview data guided the creation of the categories (Creswell, 1998). Saturation of each category was important so as to account for all responses to the interview question. All coding decisions were discussed with an independent researcher and a consensus agreement was maintained. Practices used by at least 10% of the individual participants were included in the final list of 36 practices (see Table 1) to balance the scope of the practices with subject burden of repeatedly answering long survey instruments.

Second, two research assistants from our staff were trained in coding the interviews using a dichotomous categorization system. This system consisted of identifying the presence or absence of dichotomous yes/no classifications for each practice. For example, if the participant mentioned eating apples at lunch, the response was coded as “1” for the practice “eating plenty of fruits and vegetables.” The lead investigator (first author) and two research
assistants negotiated the emergent interpretation for clarification and verifiability of the categories (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Because we used consensus agreement, it is not appropriate to report kappa statistics. We maintained confirmability by recording the data analysis process and keeping a record of all stages of analysis (Patton, 2002).

Third, after determining core practices for the weight-control items, we examined practices for themes. Themes are abstractions allowing us to categorize and group types of practices. These themes are exhaustive, which means they account for all identified practices. Themes were identified by utilizing several features of significance. These included (a) repetition of the central idea within and across interviews, and (b) connections between specific practices and the meanings ascribed to them by study participants (Love, 1994). The five recurring categories of weight control included nutrition, exercise, restraint, self-monitoring, and motivation. The themes were exhaustive, but not mutually exclusive. To determine agreement of the themes, three additional reviewers coded all of the practices into the existing themes; full agreement was reached. Participants were asked two open-ended questions regarding what helped them lose weight or maintain a healthy weight by (a) what they did regularly, and (b) what they thought about or reminded themselves of regularly. The themes describing each of these categories are discussed below.

Results

Overall, the participants in this study found that limiting caloric intake and/or increasing caloric expenditure contributed to their weight control. Additionally, cognitive practices or thought patterns motivated them to continue with their weight loss and maintenance. The themes included (a) nutrition: increase water, fruit, and vegetable intake, and be consistent with both the timing and content of meals; (b) physical activity: at least three times per week, follow and track an exercise routine that brings variety and enjoyment; (c) restraint: practice restraint by limiting and/or avoiding unhealthy foods; (d) self-monitor: plan meals, and track calories/weight-loss progress; and (e) motivation: participate in motivational programs and cognitive processes (thoughts and reminders) that affect weight-control behavior. The specific practices that relate to each theme are shown in Table 1. In the descriptions of each theme, below, representations of the practices related to the theme are included. Each individual practice is not discussed separately because of space limitations.

Theme 1: Nutrition

Increasing water, fruit, and vegetable intake, and having consistency with both the timing and content of meals were nutritional factors that contributed to weight-control success. Although we know that eating fruits and vegetables and limiting unhealthy food is an important part of weight loss and maintenance, qualitative data allow researchers to examine not only what, but also how others have adopted the practice into their lives. Examples of how participants made healthy choices and increased their fruit and vegetable intake include quotes such as (a) “I just stay in the produce aisle…. That is all good stuff…. It works for me…. I have maintained my weight for 12 years”; (b) “Eating salad can make me full in my head, but not in my stomach…. I have to have a salad with lunch and dinner”; (c) “I eat yogurt, strawberries, and fruit”; (d) “I only buy foods that are healthy for me. Even if I snack, it is raw or dried fruits, or maybe raw vegetables”; and (e) “I eat a lot of Cheerios, Frosted Mini Wheats, Raisin Bran, Kashi Go Lean, Grape Nuts.” Participants (n = 4) also mentioned the practice of limiting their caloric intake while eating out, noting that they chose healthier choices such as fish or poultry, and salad instead of pasta, or used low-fat menus, such as Weight Watchers. One gentleman in military service said, “I avoid eating what is fried. Even at the Army, I try to watch what I eat.”
Another practice was to avoid processed foods and to eat organic, whole foods; natural foods; and fruits and vegetables ($n = 5$). Examples included drinking skim milk and eating light yogurt, using Splenda or other artificial sweeteners instead of sugar, using low-fat butter, eating a large amount of vegetables to fill up before dinner, and filling cabinets with healthy foods. Last, participants used the practice of eating about the same thing every day ($n = 5$), as reflected in the following comments: (a) “I shop for similar foods every time I go to the store”; (b) “I consistently eat the same thing for breakfast.... It does not change. Lunch is grilled chicken from McDonald’s with no mayo [mayonnaise] ... diet soda”; (c) “I eat about the same thing every day. This way I know the calories in my meals and snacks”; and (d) “I eat breakfast, lunch, dinner, and three snacks regularly. I keep a schedule of eating.... I don’t just eat when I am hungry. I know this works because I lost the weight and have kept it down.”

Several participants chose to increase their water intake ($n = 9$) to have more energy, and to fill up on water to avert cravings. Several ($n = 7$) also read nutrition labels on food packages to limit their carbohydrates; to look for fiber content; and to determine fat, calorie, carbohydrates, sodium, whole wheat/grain, and protein content. One person kept “proteins and fats around 40% and carbs [carbohydrates] around 20% to 30%” to help with weight maintenance.

**Theme 2: Physical Activity**

Participants found that following and tracking an exercise routine that brought variety and enjoyment at least three times per week was important for weight control. A variety of responses about how physical activity could be incorporated into a daily routine were discussed. The responses were divided nearly equally between those who exercised at home ($n = 9$), worked out at a gym ($n = 9$), and walked outside for exercise ($n = 8$). The home exercisers typically used a treadmill, hand weights, and exercise videos, and said things such as (a) “I exercise about 3 to 5 times a week. I run on the treadmill at my house, about 3 days a week.... I work out for 30 minutes a day when I’m trying to maintain my weight and about 60 minutes when I am trying to lose weight”; (b) “I work out from 10:30 to 11:00 with a ‘Fit TV’ program called ‘Gilad’”; (c) “I do an abdominal video every day”; (d) “I have a rebounder [a mini trampoline] at home. I do it 30 to 60 minutes 3 times a week for muscle and cardio.”

Those who worked out at a gym ($n = 6$) typically chose cardio equipment (elliptical, treadmill, stair–treadmill) rather than an organized exercise class: (a) “Every day, even for 20 minutes, I work out alone. I do 20 to 30 minutes of treadmill, or elliptical, or stair–treadmill”; (b) “I go to the gym at least three times a week, for about 60 to 90 minutes.... I do combined cardio and a nautilus circuit”; and (c) “I go to the gym three times a week. I swim and use the treadmill for about 1.5 hours.... I go with a couple of friends.”

The outside walkers ($n = 5$) followed a regular exercise routine, ranging from one mile to three miles per day. One woman walked three times a week for three miles, usually early in the morning. She said, “I started walking to lose weight. I continued because it was taking off inches, and it takes my appetite away.” Another said that she walked every day, “even on Sunday.” Others responded: (a) “I walk my dog three times a day”; (b) “I try to walk 10,000 steps a day with a pedometer”; and (c) “I walk almost everywhere. I walk to work and at work.... I walk every day for 40 minutes to one hour, to and from work.” Another woman responded,

I walk regularly. I try for daily, at least 6 days a week. I walk a mile every day, alone or with someone or with my dog. In the summer, I walk all along the lake.
(more than a mile). My dog gets exercise and I do, too. Walking is free and the nearest health club is about 60 miles.

Most participants exercised by themselves, but some reported that it was helpful to work out with other people (n = 6). One man who always exercised with someone else said, “My brother works out with me Monday, Wednesday, Friday, a coworker is with me Tuesday and Thursday, and I may have clients working out with me any day during the week.” Some worked out with their families, such as a man who took his daughter with him to the gym on the weekends, or one who took his two young sons (ages 4 and 6) with him to the basement for a workout as his wife walked beside him on the treadmill. Having a workout partner seemed to be a form of accountability, as well as making the exercise more enjoyable. If people found an exercise routine they enjoyed doing, they were more likely to stick with the plan; for example, “I really enjoy exercising…. I like how it makes me feel. I like that I am doing my body good, burning calories, and keeping my muscle tone up.” One person summed it up this way: “I am always trying to improve. I keep reaching for more by diversifying and changing things. I keep my core of exercises constant but add reps [repetitions] and modify it to challenge myself.”

**Theme 3: Restraint**

Participants found that not only did they need to engage in new behaviors and thoughts to change their weight, but they also needed to practice restraint in their meal patterns by limiting and/or avoiding unhealthy foods. The majority found that limiting carbohydrates helped them achieve this goal. Some replaced high-calorie foods or drinks with those that have fewer calories, such as choosing “sherbet over ice cream,” or peanuts over candy bars; for example, “I keep peanuts around the house. I use them for a snack. They are high calories, but are better than a candy bar.” Another participant agreed that “nuts are good fats and protein that will keep you from getting hungry.” Other examples of limiting carbohydrates and fat were: (a) “I stay away from all white products … no flour, bagels, pasta. I eat spinach pasta”; (b) “Instead of putting four sugars in my coffee, I put two”; (c) “I used to eat Fruity Pebbles or Cocoa Puffs for breakfast; now I eat healthier”; (d) “I used to eat out often, but I stopped. The food is fattening”; (e) “Avoiding eating out helps me maintain my weight … when you make your own food, you know what is in it”; and (f) “I used to eat a whole pizza, but now I occasionally have a slice or two.” Some participants used the practice of limiting the amount of unhealthy food in the home to avoid slipping into previous patterns of unhealthy behavior (n = 7). Comments included: (a) “I might have soda if we go out, but I do not keep soda in the house. If it is not there, I can’t have it”; (b) “I avoid the snack aisle [in the grocery store]. I won’t bring bad food into the house”; and (c) “Because I am single, if I bake a cake, I have to get it out of the house.”

Participants (n = 14) allowed themselves to eat small amounts of some unhealthy foods, but practiced restraint so as to maintain weight. One participant previously drank six or seven sodas per day and three cups of cappuccino, but she replaced those poor practices with eating Lean Cuisine (a brand of low-fat, low-carbohydrate frozen entrees) and drinking water instead. Other participants said, (a) “I don’t deny myself if I want something badly. I ‘pick my battles’ with food”; (b) “I splurge on pumpkin pie, but avoid whipped cream on the side”; (c) “I like chocolate, so I allow myself to have some every now and then. I might eat one Hershey’s Kiss, or a few M&Ms [two different kinds of chocolate candies]”; (d) “Once in a while, I have steak if I crave red meat…. I know it is fine to have a treat…. I know it works because my cholesterol and blood pressure are great and I haven’t gained weight”; (e) “I try to eat well Monday through Thursday, then I can eat what I want Friday to Sunday. I don’t deprive myself of things I enjoy”; and (f) “German chocolate cake is my favorite … I have one small slice…. I don’t deny myself.”
Last, a common practice that participants used to practice restraint was portion control \((n = 12)\). By eating smaller portions throughout the day, these individuals were able to maintain their weight. One woman who lost and maintained a loss of 125 pounds said,

I weigh and measure everything I eat. Everything … because it is all about portion control. I am broken and I don’t work like you do, like a normal person does, and I don’t stop when I am full. Four ounces is a drop in the bucket; it means nothing. I could eat a 25-ounce steak every day and not be full.

Others had additional strategies for restricting their portions, such as: (a) “I buy 100-calorie packs”; (b) “I put portions on a smaller plate and use smaller portions so that I don’t eat as much, but I think I have more food”; (c) “I snack periodically throughout the day. I rarely have a big meal…. I’m an artist, and I’m usually working on a lot of things at once”; and (d) “If I want to eat something that is unhealthy, I eat it slowly and with small bites.” One participant controlled portions by using the palm of his hand as a reference size for steak, fish, and chicken. He adjusted his portions to eat until he was full, but not overstuff, and said, “This worked for me and it was not extreme. It was a change and I stopped overeating. I know it worked because I lost the weight and maintained the weight loss without perpetual exercise or starving myself.” A woman stressed the importance of portion control in snacking by saying,

I never bring a full package of anything out of the kitchen. I have chips in the house because my husband eats them. If I need to have some, I will just take a handful and bring it out of the kitchen. I will not bring the whole bag with me.

Another woman mentioned that she did not clean her plate at every course, and said, “I do not allow the food on my plate to be touching, because if it is touching, I have too much on my plate.” These practices helped participants practice control with their eating patterns.

**Theme 4: Self-Monitoring**

The focus of self-monitoring was planning for meals, as well as tracking calories and tracking progress toward the desired weight goal. Related to portion control, participants reported that they planned their meals for the day in advance to avoid impulsive behavior. Having a system of planning ahead for meals and before grocery shopping was important to monitoring weight. Some individuals \((n = 5)\) mentioned preparing food in advance or taking food with them, planning for meals to avoid overeating. One man planned what he was going to eat in advance by preparing a large quantity of food on weekends and freezing it in meal-sized portions. One woman planned her meals in advance by thinking about her next meal. She said,

After I eat breakfast, I am thinking about my next meal. Do I want a protein shake or something like nuts, or cheese and crackers? I’m always thinking about my next meal. I try to stay ahead of it, so I don’t wait for the last minute and grab something that is not as good for me. I pack my lunch the night before so that it is already prepared when I get to work.

To help with planning for shopping at the grocery store, participants \((n = 6)\) used the following practices: (a) “I go grocery shopping after dinner…. I mentally prepare to see food I can’t buy—junk foods like candy bars and black licorice. I avoid ‘impulse’ grocery shopping”; and (b) “To shop well at the grocery store, I have to keep my daughter at home [because] she puts sweets in the cart.” On woman spoke of her weekly trips to the grocery store, where she watched what other people were putting into their cart that might be appealing—especially the fruits. She took her time (about 30 to 45 minutes) when going grocery shopping, and looked for low-calorie or low-fat selections.
Included in this theme is also the need to monitor the number of calories eaten at each meal, and to keep track of weight-loss progress \((n = 10)\). Participants tracked the number of calories to become aware of what they were eating and to improve their eating practices. Writing tools included journals, food diaries, calendars, and computer logs in which participants recorded daily food intake and weekly weight. One participant explained:

I write a lot. I document my exercises…. I write what I did during the day with the date and time. I document what I eat…. If I had a bad interaction with someone, I document that. I document almost everything. I will write “Don’t eat sweets for the next three days.” If I go back and read it, I know I can’t have it.

Other participants discussed how they kept track of what they ate and the importance of keeping a journal to give them time to “stop and think” and review what they had consumed (food and water) for the day. One participant used a journal to keep track of the amount of water she drank each day. Another woman said,

I gauge the amount of certain nutrients: proteins, carbs, fat, and calories. I write it all down daily when I am trying to lose weight…. It makes me very focused on my portions and amounts. I am conscious of things that go into my mouth. If I don’t focus on writing it, my weight stays the same.

To keep track of weight-loss progress, participants weighed themselves between three and seven times per week. One woman kept the scale in her kitchen, which made it convenient for her to weigh herself regularly. Weight control required monitoring of meals and weight to keep a healthy balance. A participant summarized: “If I see increased weight … I will pay a little more attention to what I’m eating over the next couple of days, or not have sweets, or take the dog for a 10-minute-longer walk each time.”

### Theme 5: Motivation

Motivation was a contributing factor to success in losing and maintaining weight, and this theme could be divided into two categories: (a) participating in motivational programs, and (b) engaging in a cognitive process (thoughts and reminders) that affected weight-control behavior. Programs mentioned included Weight Watchers, Jenny Craig, LA Weight Loss, TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly), and Nutrisystem, and participants \((n = 4)\) found that accountability kept them motivated through group support. Participants \((n = 4)\) also looked for information in television shows (i.e., the Biggest Loser), on the Internet (Weight Watchers), and in magazines (GNC, Fitness, Shape) for inspiration and ideas on how to maintain weight. However, the most reported practice for maintaining motivation was through cognitive processes \((n = 44)\), which affected weight-control behavior. Participants often reminded themselves how much better they felt because they were contributing to their health. They reported that they wanted to keep their weight under control to reduce cholesterol levels, blood sugar, and blood pressure. Some \((n = 15)\) enjoyed more energy and took pride in their health, which kept them motivated, as expressed in these statements: (a) “When I am energized in the morning, and I don’t need a nap all day, I think about that this is how I want to continually feel…. Energy is a motivator to keep me on track”; (b) “I feel empowered and proud of myself because I am in charge of my health. I feel better physically and emotionally. I used to feel weighed down at the end of the day”; (c) “I think about how much happier I am now that I’ve lost the weight…. It motivates me and makes me feel good”; and (d) “It is a gift to be able to put anything in my closet on at any moment. I like that I can walk up and down stairs without passing out. I have more energy from my weight loss.” One woman who was previously embarrassed about her weight said,

I remind myself of the things I could not physically do that I can do now, like paint my toenails. Not being able to do that made me feel old and worthless…. I was afraid to ice skate because I thought I might fall and not be able to get up.
To motivate themselves to keep their weight under control, some participants \((n = 9)\) said they looked at previous pictures of themselves or thought about how they used to look when they were at an unhealthy weight. One example is,

I think about my self-esteem, my image in the mirror. I think about it every day when I’m shaving or combing my hair. You see a picture of yourself: “Do I look better now in the mirror or in the picture?” If I look better now, then I am doing the right thing.

Examples of other things said by participants include: (a) “I think of the way I used to look and how I was not happy”; (b) “I have bad memories of my body image, or not feeling comfortable when I was heavy, and when I’m tempted to eat more or not go to the gym. I keep those things in mind”; (c) “I took a few Polaroids [photographs] each month … to see how much weight I had at the start and the end of the month”; and (d) “I was thin when I was younger, so I look at my pictures from when I was thin. I look at them to remind myself what I want to get back to before I had four kids. I think about being happy back then.”

Related to this practice, participants also thought about fitting into fashionable clothes, and were motivated by the thought of fitting into a smaller size \((n = 9)\). One woman who was pleased with her new size said, “Nothing feels as good as fitting into your clothes.” Others expressed similar motivations: (a) “I go to the mall and look at smaller sizes, and think I want to fit in petite. I’m motivated because the petite clothes look better than women’s, and I want to fit into them. I am motivated to work harder”; (b) “I think about fitting into my favorite pair of jeans. I felt great when I fit into them. The size that I fit in now makes me feel good about myself”; and (c) “I say to myself, ‘If I don’t do good, then I can’t buy that.’ It is really fun to try on the clothes and fit into a regular size. I use it as a motivator.”

To help keep diet and exercise goals in mind, participants thought about people who were overweight as a self-reminder to keep their own weight under control \((n = 6)\). One said,

Seeing people who are overweight is a reminder [to stay on track]…. It is heartbreaking to think about being so overweight. I am grateful that I was able to make changes to get out of it. I remember how it felt. It makes me conscious that I do not want to go back there, and it helps me stay on my goal. I feel bad for them.

Seeing others who were unhealthy was a motivator for some to eat well and exercise, as expressed in the following statements: (a) “When I see big people in the supermarket, even big kids, I am reminded to take my time and put healthy items in my cart”; (b) “Everyone averts their eyes from an obese person. I cry when I see them … because I know they are in so much pain, and that is part of me”; and (c) “I work around a lot of obese people, and when I look at them, it triggers me to stick to my plan.”

Finally, participants thought about what they were eating to help them stay with their plan \((n = 5)\). Many used this strategy, particularly when they were making plans to eat out. They reminded themselves to stay away from fast food, which is unhealthy. It was important for them to eat healthy and not to overeat, especially avoiding desserts or skipping appetizers. A participant who ate out socially said, “I have to remind myself to eat well.” Some participants became aware of what they were eating before putting the food into their mouths; for example, one woman who used this weight-loss strategy consistently said she became more “mentally aware of what I’m eating…. I care more than I used to. I didn’t realize before that I needed to lose weight.” Another example was, “I think about what I eat. Am I really hungry, or am I eating just because I am bored?” A motivated participant summarized that she stayed engaged by thinking of losing weight in increments. She said, “I didn’t lose 140 pounds. I lost one pound 140 times.”
Innovative Implementation of Practices

In line with positive deviance, we not only reviewed the themes, but also looked for specific deviation in implementation of practices within the themes. Some responses differed from conventional experience in the first theme (nutrition). One person did “not pay attention to fat content, just sugar and flour.” Another said that before she lost weight, she was a vegetarian and ate a lot of pasta and carbohydrates, but at the time of interview she was eating more meats. Other innovative responses that related to nutrition included: (a) “I never eat cereal”; (b) “Reading labels was too stressful, so I eat what I want to … good fresh fish, lean chicken breast”; (c) “I drink beet, carrot, celery, honey bells [a type of orange] smoothies”; (d) “I like Dean Ornish’s cookbook, can eat unlimited amounts of his foods, and won’t gain weight”; (e) “I eat a lot of egg whites … I will eat a dozen at a time and sometimes add a whole egg or two”; (f) “I take a piece of dessert and eat it standing up”; (g) “I imagine that hunger pains are ‘Pac Men’ [animated characters in a video game] eating away at his fat”; (h) “[I] had to give up bubble gum because … I would need to buy more, which brought me to the candy aisle”; (i) “At a restaurant, I tell the wait staff that I am allergic to sugar, flour, and vinegar and ask what I can eat”; and (j) “I freeze Sprite Zero [a type of carbonized soft drink] in ice cubes and I mash them and suck on them when I read at night. Some participants (n = 2) tried some innovative tricks to prevent themselves from overeating. One person placed her food in a cereal bowl, “like pasta—you can really pile it up on a plate…. It tricks your eye to thinking you have more because it is piled up more,” whereas another tore her food into little pieces, “like break a burger into five pieces. Eating it like that, you start to feel full even before you finish a burger.” She said it tricked her mind into thinking she was eating more, which stopped her from going back for second or third servings of food.

Several unexpected practices were also noted as being innovative regarding physical activity that helped some individuals lose and maintain weight: (a) “If I’m watching a movie, I just walk through the whole thing…. I don’t have a treadmill, I just walk”; (b) “I bought a push [lawn] mower and I push mow the yard”; (c) “I work out in front of a mirror to get positive reinforcement to continue”; (d) “I have post-its [sticky note papers] around my desk that tell me to do stomach exercises while I sit there”; (e) “I have started to do Wii [a home video game console with a unique controller that detects movement] activities in our basement—Wii tennis—I played yesterday for two hours…. It feels like real tennis because you have to get your body into it”; (f) “I bring a notepad to the gym to follow the different workouts my trainer taught me”; (g) “I walk at a faster pace at the grocery store. I cut wood for nonaerobic exercise in winter”; (h) “When I exercise outdoors in cold weather, I lose more”; and (i) “I will wash a car myself, rather than take it to a car wash.” These strategies were not mentioned in other literature, such as the NWCR, or on the EBI.

Other participants (n = 4) used imagery in unique ways to keep their weight under control. One woman visualized family members who had diabetes, high blood pressure, and cancer, so she tried to “take a proactive role in breaking the cycle.” Another participant used imagery to “imagine my weight in amounts like bags of sugar and flour. I visualize I have lost “a bag of flour” when I lose 5 pounds, and I don’t have to carry it around anymore.” One woman imagined candy bars as cigarettes, because that made them unattractive to her. Another participant said, “I think of dressing like a coat. If you put on a coat, you weigh more. I pick the lightest coat they have.” Last, by reading “Fast Food Nation” (Schlosser, 2002), and watching the film about the local and global influence of the United States fast food industry, a participant found that fast food was not as appealing as it had been previously. She shared the film with her daughters and husband, and then the family did not eat fast food. These innovative practices helped participants lose weight and maintain their weight loss, despite the difficulties and barriers encountered.
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Discussion

We used positive deviance to identify those who were successful at weight control and to investigate the implementation of weight-loss practices. Through this approach, we found that the findings were similar to others identified in the weight-control literature (Harvey-Berino, 1999; Qi & Dennis, 2000; Wing et al, 2007). We found that those who are more successful tend to weigh themselves, eat breakfast, self-monitor their food intake and activity, eat a lower-fat diet, and eat a limited variety of food groups. Our results are discussed in comparison with the NWCR, because this is the closest study in terms of determining weight-loss practices used by successful individuals. In the NWCR, 98% of registry participants reported that they modified their food intake to lose weight, compared to the 91% (average) in the present study. The most reported use of a practice in our study was limiting the amount of sugar consumed (cookies, desserts, sweets, sodas), because 100% of study participants noted this as something they used (very often, often, or occasionally). This is in agreement with Booth and colleagues (2004), who found that decreased snacking was associated with success at maintaining weight lost after an intervention. Booth and colleagues’ study methods were similar to our research methods (positive deviance), because they interviewed successful individuals to determine 27 weight-control practices. We did note some differences in practices identified by our study as compared to other weight-control studies. For example, the NWCR does not specifically include the practice of drinking water; however, 97% of participants in our study noted this as an important practice to use.

Self-monitoring has been described as the fundamental aspect of behavioral treatment (Wadden, 1993). Our work supports this description because the majority of participants in our study described self-monitoring through the use of self-weighing (69%). The NWCR lists weighing oneself as a primary strategy for weight loss. In the STOP Regain trial, Wing and colleagues (2007) showed that daily self-weighing was associated with a decreased risk of regaining weight. Qi and Dennis (2000) also found that maintaining a weight graph and weighing daily were associated with a higher likelihood of successful weight loss in a weight-loss intervention.

Other self-monitoring behaviors have also been shown to be important. Harvey-Berino (1999) showed a change in behaviors associated with successful weight loss; specifically, greater monitoring of food quantity eaten, recording the type and quantity of food consumed, planning meals and snacks, and keeping eating separate from other activities. Boutelle and Kirschenbaum (1998) found that the most-consistent self-monitors lost more weight than the least-consistent self-monitors. In our study, 97% of participants reported the use of planning what they would buy before going to the grocery store, and 82% reported planning what they would eat ahead of time. Approximately half (48%) of the individuals in our study recorded what they ate or drank.

Exercise is an important component of weight-loss maintenance, and researchers have shown a strong dose-response relationship with regular physical activity (O’Neil et al., 1979; O’Neil & Rieder, 2005). Those who successfully maintained their weight in the NWCR averaged 175 minutes of physical activity—primarily walking—per week. Although we did not measure the amount of physical activity engaged in by the study participants, we found that participants used a variety of strategies to implement physical activity (exercising consistently, finding an exercise they enjoyed, working out with others). Rather than concentrating on the amount of physical activity, the participants revealed a large variety in the implementation of this practice into their daily lives.
Although behavioral domains have been measured in other studies, the diversity of behaviors and cognitions associated with these behaviors have not been well researched. Our study included thoughts and cognitions associated with successful weight-loss maintenance. Tyler and colleagues (1997) also identified cognitive methods of weight loss, referred to as “head work,” in their study of interviews of 40 African American and 40 Euro American women. However, these methods were not exclusive to those who had been successful at weight loss, and included any method that had been tried. To our knowledge, only one other study (Barnes et al., 2007) had a similar methodology and included thoughts and cognitions in the survey instrument. However, the participants were African American, whereas the participants in our study were almost exclusively White, and the Barnes findings related to social support and perceived body image were different based on cultural norms. From these cultural differences, we learn that including positive-deviance practices from multiple racial and ethnic groups is essential in providing a range of weight-control practices.

Using positive deviance, we conclude that weight-control practices in successful individuals include a variety of nutritional, physical activity, restraint, self-monitoring, and motivational practices, with cognitive practices related to motivation. Although the themes in this study are not notably different from others, the study of positive deviance did produce novel implementation of themes from a population that was successful in weight control. These innovative practices are likely transferable to similar types of individuals, but would need to be examined in a larger population and reviewed by a medical professional to ensure their safety with general health practices. However, the unique practices have the potential to widen the number of successful weight-loss practices that could inform the design of a weight-loss intervention.

**Limitations and Strengths**

We recognize several limitations in this study. First, the qualitative interviews were retrospective, and it is possible the respondents’ answers did not reflect what they had actually done. External validation with objective measures, such as a food frequency questionnaire and accelerometer data, would be a next step for confirmation of some practices related to nutrition and exercise. Second, it is possible that additional in-depth exploration at multiple longitudinal time points would result in a wider variety of responses. Observation of participants would give us the opportunity to obtain in-situ behavioral information about practices of individuals who have been successful with weight loss and maintenance to reduce the possibility of recall error.

Third, it is possible that the participants might have used practices previously and were successful, so they were no longer using them at the time of interview. It is also possible that those who maintained their weight loss changed their practices over time based on social or contextual situations, and our interview was only a snapshot of their present practices. Longitudinal studies would improve the reliability of the responses received. Fourth, it was assumed that the participants were truthful in their successful weight loss and maintenance. Fifth, we did not explore the psychological factors that might serve as barriers to these practices, nor what served as motivation to maintain these practices. Additional research will include this aspect within the study to determine the psychological components of the positive deviants and why they were successful when others were not.

Sixth, the audiotapes were reviewed by two independent reviewers, and comparative analysis technique for clarification was utilized to determine verifiability. Despite this, misinterpretation of the wording of the practices described on the audiotapes might have resulted in misclassification of practices. The major limitation of assessing the agreement of the subjects’ responses with the reviewers’ interpretations is that we are relying on
subjective interpretations. In future research, we recommend the use of qualitative computer software to manage large volumes of data and analysis of the transcripts. Additionally, we did not perform member checks or thematic accuracy checks with participants in this study. We recommend checking interpretations with participants to demonstrate interpretive validity. Last, the themes related to practices that contributed to both weight loss and weight-loss maintenance over time; therefore, we did not isolate the variables to determine whether the practices were related to one or both weight-control practices. In future qualitative studies, we will research the practices that contribute to only short-term and long-term weight maintenance (separate from weight loss).

Conclusion

We used positive deviance in this study to describe how successful individuals practice weight control. Using a qualitative research method was an appropriate approach to determine the weight-control practices that centered on the general categorical themes of nutrition, physical activity, restraint, self-monitoring, and motivational (cognitive) behaviors. The main findings of the successful weight-control practices were similar to those available in the current literature; however, the interesting point of this article is the use of positive deviance to determine weight-control practices to determine novel and innovative approaches to weight control. Using patient experiences of successful weight control gives a variety and depth of responses that contribute to our existing knowledge of the implementation of practices in weight loss and maintenance. Ongoing and future studies will determine if using positive deviance to assist in determining practices will assist in others’ adoption of the practices for weight control. Specifically, future weight-loss interventions can focus on participant behavior change to adopt proven weight-loss practices. Given the steady increase in obesity and programs to lose weight, we believe that future interventions using the advice from people who have found success might have a significant impact on weight control, as well as other health conditions.
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Figure 1.
Four steps of positive deviance (Bradley et al., 2009)
Figure 2.
Inductive process of data analysis

1. Successful weight practices collected from interviews
2. Categories of practices describe what controls weight
3. Implementation of practices describes how to control weight
4. Emergent themes reflect practice implementation
### Table 1

**Five Themes and 36 Practices That Contribute to Weight Loss and Maintenance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Use Often/Occasionally (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme 1: Nutrition</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drink plenty of water</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read nutrition labels</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eat plenty of fruits or vegetables</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eat healthy snacks</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eat plenty of low-fat sources of protein, such as fish, chicken, or beans</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid skipping a meal, including breakfast, or going too long without food</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eat about the same thing at each meal or snack</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme 2: Physical Activity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do exercises that you enjoy</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow a consistent exercise routine</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try to fit exercise into your lifestyle (walking/biking instead of driving, taking the stairs instead of an elevator)</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk for exercise</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do different kinds of exercises</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise with other people</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write down how much you exercise each day</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme 3: Restraint</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit the amount of sugar you eat or drink, such as cookies, desserts, sweets, or soda</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace high-calorie foods or drinks with those that have fewer calories</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit the amount of unhealthy food in your home</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control your portions or limit the amount of food you eat at each meal</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think about not overeating while you are eating a meal</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow yourself to eat a small amount of some unhealthy foods, such as sweets, that you really like</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit the amount of carbohydrates or “carbs” you eat, such as breads, pasta, rice, potatoes, and crackers</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid eating or drinking too much while eating out</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme 4: Self-Monitoring</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan what you’ll buy before you get to the grocery store</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan what you’ll eat ahead of time</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weigh yourself</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write down what you eat and drink</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme 5: Motivation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remind yourself why you need to control your weight</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice how many people are overweight</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think about your goal for a healthy weight</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think about how much progress you’ve made already losing weight</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think about how much better you feel when you are thinner</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think about the clothes you would like to fit into</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look for information about weight loss, nutrition, or exercise</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward yourself for sticking to your diet or exercise plan</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theme</td>
<td>Use Often/Occasionally (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look at older pictures of yourself to motivate you to stick to your diet or exercise plan</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participate in a weight-loss program, such as Jenny Craig, Weight Watchers, or others</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>